
Secrets to Leading with Assertiveness



• Phone lines are muted

• Use the “Question” feature to 
submit questions

• Questions will be addressed 
at the end of the presentation

• This course is worth 1 CPE 
credit.  You must complete 
the evaluation at the end of 
the webinar to receive credit

Housekeeping



Introductions

Andrea Holland

Dale Carnegie® Trainer



• Tips

• Demonstration

• Interactive

• Participant Handout

Webinar



1. Identify the differences between passive,  
assertive and aggressive behaviors

2. Navigate difficult situations with confidence
3. Apply cushions and the “Say No!” formula
4. Use 10 tips to become more assertive

Objectives



I often get feedback from others that I…



Definitions of Assertive and Aggressive

Assertive

Self-assured; confident;  
asking for or stating  
what you want in a clear  
and direct manner while  
considering the feelings  
and rights of others.

Aggressive

Forceful, hostile or  
intrusive; behavior likely  
to attack or confront.



Aggressiveness is…

Lack of Empathy H
ostility

Manipulating Behavior



Definition of
Passive

Passive

Accepting what others  
do without active  
response or resistance;  
lacking energy or will;  
yielding.



Passive is…

H
elpless

Ineffective



Passive, Assertive or Aggressive?

Assertive

Passive Confident Agressive



Tendencies Grid
Passive Assertive Aggressive
Concerned about others to the point of  
personal detriment

Will stand up for own right while  
sensitive to others

Appears to others as self-centered

Stressed internally, though it may not  
show

Deals with stressful situation and moves  
on

Often is stressed and stresses others

Behaves passively as a result of poor  
self-esteem

Has a strong self-image Behaves aggressively as a result of poor  
self-esteem

Indirect and often not honest with self Direct, honest, appropriate  
communication

Direct to a point of inappropriateness

Often liked, but may not be respected Often respected by others May not be liked or respected

Builds others up even at own expense Builds others up Puts others down

Holds him/herself accountable, but not  
others

Willing to take a personal responsibility  
for own actions and hold others  
accountable

Feels a need to control everything and  
everyone– holds others accountable, but  
not self

Avoids confrontations– often overly  
apologetic

Tends to lead by example, does not seek  
nor avoid confrontation

Seeks confrontation– forces others to  
follow

Has strict guidelines for self but not  
others

Is flexible with guidelines Restrictive usually imposing guidelines  
on someone else

Reserved, indirect or restrained Open, yet sensitive, polite Verbally abrasive

Avoids expressing feelings Direct, but considerate Extremely direct– forces feelings,  
thoughts, and ideas on others

Wishes Asks Demands
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Assertive Leaders…

• Clearly communicate expectations, goals and  
priorities

• Inspire others to share ideas and concerns; provide  
a safe and open conversational environment to do so

• Influence others by building rapport and effective  
relationships with all colleagues

• Value the differences in people
• Encourage productive conflict
• Avoid being sucked in negativism, including their  

own negative self-talk
• Walk with, rather than walk over people



a. The only way to get the best of an argument is to  
avoid it.

b. Show respect for the other person’s opinion.
c. If you are wrong, admit it quickly, emphatically.
d. Get the other person saying “yes” immediately.
e. Let the other person do a great deal of the talking.
f. Try honestly to see things from the other person’s  

point of view.
g. Be sympathetic with the other person’s ideas and  

desires.

Principles to Gain Cooperation



Assertive vs. Aggressive  
Leadership in Organizations



Confidence  
Boosting  

Strategies

1 Self-Acceptance

2 Self Respect

3 Self-Talk

4 Take Risks



Strategy: Develop Positive Self-Talk

Do you…

• Think in extremes and tell yourself there is no middle ground?
• Look for the next problem and tell yourself you can’t  

overcome it?
• Exaggerate negatives rather than keep them in perspective?
• Continually tell yourself what you “should” do?
• Box yourself in by continually blaming yourself about  

past failures?
• Divert compliments rather than accept them?



How do I change my  
thinking?

Reflect on positive evidence!



“Forces beyond your control can take away  
everything you possess except one thing, your  
freedom to choose how you will respond to the  
situation.”

- Viktor E. Frankl  
Author, Man’s Search for Meaning

The Power of Self-Talk



Take Risks



“NO.”

It is a complete sentence.



A statement that buffers a potential disagreement
and allows the conversation to continue in a non-
defensive way.

Examples
• “Thank you for sharing that...”
• “I can appreciate what you are saying …”
• “That must be difficult for…”
• “What would happen if …”
• “Have you ever considered… ”
• “I agree that…” (find a point of agreement)

Use Cushion Statements



“No!” Formula

Cushion
No!

Statement

Avoid Using:
• But

• However

• Nevertheless

Repeat  
Message



10 Tips to Build Assertiveness

1. Use the formula for saying, “No”  
effectively, with cushion statements.

2. Practice applying the 7 principles to  
gain cooperation.

3. Use the strategies for self-acceptance,  
self-respect, self-talk and taking risks  
to increase your confidence.

4. Use “I” statements that express how  
another’s behavior affects you.

5. Slow down, assess the situation then  
act or respond; avoid reacting or  
overreacting.

6. Choose your words carefully; don’t use  
patronizing, confusing or someone  
else’s words.

7. Provide strength-centered feedback,  
not criticism.

8. Make requests instead of demands.  
Be prepared to hear, “No!” as an  
acceptable response.

9. Learn to disagree agreeably, keeping  
the lines of communication open.

10. Clearly communicate what you need to  
succeed; listen to what others’ need.



Take Action!
What will you do?



What’s Next?

Live Online at  
Dale Carnegie Digital

In person at your  
local Dale Carnegie Office

• Confident, Assertive and In  
Charge

• How to Communicate with  
Diplomacy and Tact

• Delegation

• Step Up to Leadership

• The Dale Carnegie Course:  
Skills for Success

• The Advanced Dale Carnegie  
Course

• Leadership Training for  
Managers



Questions?



1. Take the Webinar Evaluation to 
receive 1 CPE credit

2. Add your certificate to LinkedIn

Before We Close…



A Parting  
Thought…

“If you are not in the process of  
becoming the person you want to  
be, you are automatically engaged  
in becoming the person you don't  
want to be. ”

— Dale Carnegie



Thank you! 
Stay tuned for our 2019 Webinar Series!
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